GREECE NATIONAL DAY

OFFICIAL CEREMONY

Official Ceremony in the presence of delegations of Italy and Greece. Following the parade group Zakinthos along the Decumanus.

ceremonies and conference

EVENTS

THE LEADING WEEK OF FEDERALAVORO AND SERVICES

Program of the day:

h. 10.00 am – 12.00 am "Brazil Green development and opportunities for cooperatives on alternative energy". Internationalization seminars in collaboration with the cooperative INDACO. Meeting with the Brazilian delegation.

h. 2.30 pm – 5.00 pm: "Development opportunities in Argentina ". Internationalization seminars in collaboration with the cooperative INDACO. Meeting with the Argentinian delegation.

ceremonies and conference
MADRE PLART

Among the 2015 activities from October 16 to 22 organised by the Campania Region, the Foundation Donnaregina, in collaboration with Foundation PLART and the Artecinema Association presents a project on the relationship between food and art as necessary elements of the millenary culture of Campania, meaning food as a cultural expression and artistic subject that spans the centuries, representing lives, eating habits, social perspectives that, from the past, reach us, in their contemporary conformations. The project is aimed at the promotion of the Campania Region and the system of its art institutions.

ceremonies and conference

DESTINATION LEPINE - COMMUNICATION TOOLS

A project systemic network made with a view to developing the plan "Destination Lepine" a new tourist resort culinary. The Lepine is an area of extraordinary environmental richness, landscape, history and culture with the highest biodiversity of Lazio. Five videos, a guide in e-book format and an app to tell and promote the rich culinary tradition and the many things to do.

ceremonies and conference

PRODUCTIVE TERRITORIES AND SUSTAINABILITY

The City of Geneva and the City of Lausanne offer in collaboration with the International Academy for Sustainable Development UNESCO a half day of presentations on the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity and the experience of sites with cultural landscapes as the Lavaux in Switzerland.

ceremonies and conference
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP FOR A GOOD INTERNATIONALIZATION

Coopermondo, in partnership with the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, imagines new multi-stakeholder partnerships to coniugate internationalization and development cooperation.

ceremonies and conference

TODAY’S CHALLENGE

Paolo Cardazza of the Business Development Ministry will take an overview of the norms and rules for the innovative, technical and creative enterprise. In the following round table, several entrepreneurship realities as UISP of Antonio Iannetta, the Contaminaton Lab by ASD Salesiani 2.0 di Faenza, The Natural step by Eric Ezechelli, who will explain the benefit corporation perspective, taking part to the round table will be also Renato Galliano of the Municipality of Milan. Moderator Riccardo Luciani of Florence’s Impact Hub.

ceremonies and conference

KUWAIT PETROLEUM CORPORATION

Press Conference entitled Winning the challenges of Nature. Organized by Kuwait Petroleum Corporation and. The event will be opened by Ali AlOmair, Minister of Oil.

ceremonies and conference
LIQUIGAS-TERRANOOSTRA AT EXPO

At the Pavilion Coldiretti, there will be a conference entitled: **Bed and Sustainability: energy for the territory.** Programme: h.11:00 Liquigas and Terranostra Introduction of partnership and presentation speakers. Moderator: **Cinzia Zerbini**, chief press officer Coldiretti Sicily.

h.11.15 am Presentation of the brochure *Italy view from Terranostra. Choose the region and discover the itinerary made for you.* Rapporteur **Alessandro Chiarelli**, President Terranostra national.

h. 12.00 am The experience of Liquigas in sustainability and energy innovation, the company’s commitment in favor of the Italian villages and the partnership agreement signed between Terranostra and Liquigas. Rapporteur **Andrea Arza** For Liquigas.

h.12.30 pm Presentation of the Sustainability Report 2014. Liquigas Rapporteur **Donatella Squellerio**, Head of Marketing of Liquigas. Debate will follow.

*ceremonies and conference, science and innovation*

---

TREE OF LIFE: THE REASONS FOR SUCCESS

On the occasion of the day of the Tree of Life, will hold a press conference with the participation of: **Giuseppe Sala**, Sole Commissioner of Expo 2015; **Diana Bracco**, Commissioner General of Section of the Italian Pavilion; **Marco Balich**, Artistic Director for the Italian Pavilion; **Marco Tronchetti Provera**, Executive Vice President and Managing Director of Pirelli; **Roberto Moncalvo**, President of Coldiretti; **Paolo Franceschetti**, President of Orgoglio Brescia. Moderator **Stefano Gatti**, Director General of the Italian Pavilion.

*ceremonies and conference*
NEW FOODS BETWEEN RESEARCH, INNOVATION AND SUSTAINABILITY

An event of scientific-popular, aimed at informing the public of the existence of alternative sources of nutrients that could go to integrate the traditional foods, in anticipation of the growth in world population and the need to reduce malnutrition. Department Science Bio-Agrì's National Research Council (CNR) has three new types of ingredients for foods: microalgae, insects and jellyfish. There will also Gennaro Esposito, starred chef, who will explain how use these innovative raw materials to cook new foods with very high nutritional properties. The event is coordinated by two researchers from the National Research Council, Graziella Chini Zittelli, the Institute for the study of ecosystems (Ise-CNR) and Antonella Leone, the Institute of Food Production Sciences (ISPA-CNR), and is organized in collaboration with Euromarine (Eu), Archimedes research and FAO. Moderates the event Max Mizzau Perczel of the CNR. Will open the meeting Luigi Nicolais, President CNR, and Francesco Loreto, Director DISBA/CNR.

EATING AT EXPO

The tips of the “incognito” critic of ViviMilano Valerio M. Visintin. With Silvia Vedani.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

2015 is a key year for the development of sustainability. The SDGs (sustainable Development Goals) were established by 193 countries 25 September 2015 to head towards the MDGs (Millennium Development Goals). Moderator Nilgun Kiran, Professor

ceremonies and conference

ANCIENT GREECE STILL LEADS THE WORLD

Convention entitled: Ancient Greece still leads the world, with the participation of Emanuele Papi, archaeologist.

ceremonies and conference

PRESS CONFERENCE INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION ARMONI

Press conference to present the new International Competition Harmony that rewards excellence in combining olive oil oil-food. The competition this year will open also to the field of craft beers. Participating in the press conference: Andrea Zanlari, Chairman of the Competition Harmony; Mauro Martelossi, Director of IRVEA; Lorenzo Dabove, Director Competition Armonia. The beer in the plate.

ceremonies and conference
**THE ARCHITECTURES OF EXPOS**

Convention entitled: *Ancient Greece still leads the world*, with the participation of *Emanuele Papi*, archaeologist.

*ceremonies and conference*

---

**EXPO PEOPLE**

**VISIT OF NICOLA SAVINO**

The TV showman - *Radio Nicola Savino* will be at Expo for a private visit.

*lifestyle*
THE COOKING SHOW, THE WORLD IN A DISH

Daily meeting between Italian and Foreign chefs cooking the best World recipes. Today, the chef Expo 2015 Ambassador, Pietro Leeman and the chef Renato Morisco will prepare "The Detox Menu". Live show by Lisa Casali and open to public, prior registration at Info Points Expo.

food and cooking

ANTONIO ALBANESE

Why I like Expo. Antonio Albanese, the actor, who has praised the exposition, interviewed by Gian Antonio Stella.

art and culture

MOUNTAIN: EMOTIONS AND GOVERNANCE

The auditorium will host the event "Mountains: emotions and Governance", sponsored by Andrea Olivero Deputy Minister of Agriculture, Food and Forestry, with the participation of Reinhold Messner and Stefania Belmondo, the State Forestry; Rosalaura Romeo, FAO - Mountain Partnership. Moderator Roberto Arditti. Following To live and produce in the mountains with Stefano Colmo, Secretary General of the Earth Mother; Marco Arnedo, President consortium Castelmagno; Roberto Colombero, Mayor of Canosio Alberto Avetta, Mayor of Cossano Canavese. Moderator Alessandra Pesce. The government and parliamentary initiatives in support of the mountain with Hans Berger; Enrico Borghi; Lorenzo Dellai. Moderator Andrea Olivero. The journalists interested to attend should register online by clicking at https://accreditation.expo2015.org/mediahome.aspx?lang=EN.

art and culture
CARLO RATTI AND BEPPE SEVERGNINI

The food of the future, at the table with the robot. With Carlo Ratti and Beppe Severgnini.

art and culture

CACCIAPIGLIA IN CONCERT

Concert Roberto Cacciapaglia with the Academy Scala.

music and shows
COLDIRETTI EVENTS SICILY
The week of October 19th to 25th will be managed by the Federation Coldiretti Sicily. Program for the day today:
9:00 am Almond day. Day dedicated to the Sicilian almond with tastings and demonstrations.
09:30 am Sicily to school: path of agribusiness education through the explanation of some typical products. Reply to h. 12:30.

MUSIC, TASTING AND ENTERTAINMENT

WOMEN: SEEDS OF DEVELOPMENT
A project designed to improve the quality of life in Benin, in one of the poorest areas of Africa. The initiative is based on the empowerment of women and the promotion of the agro-food chain of manioc and other local production. The promoters include: Gruppo Bracco, Amici dell'Africa Onlus and Esplorativa Architetti who have been working in this territory since 2005 with interventions of social innovation. The project is based on the reinforcement of women's groups, in particular with a view to improving the quality and quantity of the production of the local raw materials, increasing the processing activities and activating new channels for trading the products.

art and culture
PARADE TREE OF LIFE

Parade of representatives of 133 foreign delegations and 4 international organizations dressed in traditional garments and placement of flags on the catwalk. Carabinieri and flags of countries around the Tree.

*art and culture, music and shows*

---

TREEDAY

Exhibition entitled "Storytelling Tree", through photographic material. (*Along the Cardo south and north part of the Cardo, up to Emilia Romagna*).

*art and culture, lifestyle*

---

EVENTS AT THE HUNGARIAN PAVILION

The Hungarian pavilion organizes events, entertainment events throughout the day.

- **h. 10:00 am** Performance and exhibition of handicrafts organized by the Association of Hungarian folk artists (AHFA). Manufacture of leather and wood.
- **Show Honey, corvina exhibition and exhibition Robert Capa.**
- **h. 12.00 pm** Concert Táborosi István Bar piano Bogánya. (*Reply to h. 2.00 pm; 4.00 pm; 8.00 pm; 9:00 pm*).
- **h. 11.00 am** Performance of folk music of the artist association Duna. (*Reply to h. 1:00 pm; 3:00 pm; 5:00 pm*).
- **h. 5.00 pm** Performance of the group Budapest Klezmer Band with sounds Jewish.

*music and shows*
NINFA, CAETANI, THE CAVATA AND COURT APPIO

Presentation of the pilot project that was inspired by the theme "The path of the water", as the main theme of tourist routes based on nature, culture, history, embracing also the themes "The origin and quality", "Interaction between town and country" and "food Sustainability". The initiative involves the economic actors of the territory who keep alive the traditions of production and the quality of local products.
Project funded by the Lazio Region with the public notice for the presentation of projects in line with the Expo 2015 theme: "Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life".

TIME: 10:00 - 22:00
PLACE: Spazio Lazio E19

doneness and cooking

NUTRITION EDUCATION - ODONTOPHOBIA

Experience of a multidisciplinary team for the prevention and treatment of dental diseases in children with mental disabilities.

TIME: 10:30 - 13:30
PLACE: ME and WE – Women for Expo. The ideas of women Cardo c

children and school

UNIBZ@EXPO – RESEARCH FOOD AND INNOVATION

The Free University of Bolzano, the university and trilingual international hotel in the heart of the Dolomites, presents his research. Design, social innovation, protection of local food products, information technology to support supply and economics of the wine are the areas of research in line with the central theme of the expo which will be illustrated by the professors and researchers of unibz. There will be: Walter Lorenz, Rector of the Free University of Bolzano; Matteo Scampicchio, Tanja Mimmo, Federico Boffa, teachers; Judith Schicklinski, David Massimo, Mouzhi Ge, Alessandro Fedele, Davide Sparaco, Matthias Gruber, researchers and collaborators at the University of Bolzano.

TIME: 11:00 - 16:30
PLACE: Palazzo Italia

Alto Adige - Cardo r

science and innovation

Programme updated as of 18:29 on 20 October 2015
## THE ACTIVITIES OF THE CITRUS FRUIT DISTRICT OF SICILY

For today, the Citrus Fruit District organizes a series of events to promote the local area.
- h.11.00 am - 12.30 pm "The Garden of Oranges". Stories and mysteries at the foot of Etna. Organised by Oranfrizer.
- From h.12.30 pm **Scientific Research** On the trail of crops in vitro, essences, citrus fruit compost, dried citrus pulp and citrus flour. Organised by CREA Acireale and PST (Scientific Technological Park) of Catania. "Adopt a Citrus Tree". Interactive game for the youngest visitors: “Technology at the service of production”. Technical tests of squeezed citrus juice. Organised by Oranfresh.
- From h. 4.00 pm **Simple snack**.
- h. 7.00 pm Talk organised by Cooperativa La Normanna, Innovation and quality certification.

**food and cooking**

## THE ART OF THE "SAVOIR-FAIRE": ABATE ZANETTI GLASS SCHOOL

Birrificio Angelo Poretti is hosting for the whole period of EXPO 2015 the works of art created especially for the event and dedicated to the brand, by 6 Italian Schools of high crafting, artistic heritage of our Country.

**Guest from the 30th of September until the 21st of October** the **Abate Zanetti Glasswork School** from Murano (VE). Heir of the Design School for Glass Makers founded back in 1862 by the abbot Vincenzo Zanetti, the Glasswork School of Murano is a place where the past and the future of the art of glass meet, and it is equipped make all the typical Murano glass products: furnaces, lamp, fusion area and grinding laboratories.

**art and culture**
LET'S SOW GOOD IDEAS FOR SCHOOL

Food education programme which has been entered in the Best Practices of the Charter of Milan and obtained official recognition of the School Project of Expo: Mercoledì Riso, promoted by Acquerello il Riso and Slow Food, with the aim of helping children to learn how to nourish themselves better and which, for this reason, invites schools from all over Europe, to participate by preparing a dish made with rice, derived from local menus and traditions. Speakers will include: Oscar Farinetti, Founder of Eataly; Riccardo Garosci, Ministry of Education; Piero Rondolino, Founder of Acquerello il Riso; Inge Feltrinelli, Feltrinelli Editore; Stefano Maffeo, Founder and manager of Didactics in Equipe Arc-en-Ciel; Lina Zottarel, Teacher of class IV in the Collodi primary school in Treviso; Francesca Rocchi, National Vice President of Slow Food; Valentina de Poli, Director of Topolino Magazine. The children of the winning class will recite and, for the first time, officially sign the Children’s Charter of Milan.

THE GREEN ABU DHABI WITH MEYLAS CHEF

Meylas is the first Emirati food truck, turned restaurant. The owner, Shaikha Al Kaabi, was driven by the passion to showcase authentic Emirati cuisine on an international platform. Her passion stems from her determination to preserve the traditions of true Emirati cuisine by preparing family recipes that have been passed down generation to generation.
ITALIAN: THE BRAND FOR EXCELLENCE

Presentation of the draft Rai Com entitled Italian, the brand par excellence Italiana is a content platform Made in Italy. The Format is compome of short articles dedicated to the areas of excellence of our country (fashion, design, culture). Follow the aperitif with the chef Gianfranco Vissani.

lifestyle

CHOCOLATE DELICACIES

Tasting of chocolate delicacies.

food and cooking
EVENTS OF PIAZZETTA PIACENZA

During the day there will be the business promotion of GAMPACK, which was founded in late 2003 inserting machine market bundling.

h.12:00 am and 6.00 pm it will be two guided tasting of wine

h.5.00 pm Conference on the theme of eco-sustainability innovation.

h. 18:00 Piazzetta Piacenza will once again host the foodblogger Piacenza Gloria Tonani.

h.2:00 p.m.to 4:00 p.m. Presentation of the Show Piacenza Association Culture Sport, with the material of local artists and associates, including posters and leaflets exhibition.

music and shows

FIELDS OF DANCE: COME AND DANCE WITH US!

FIELDS OF DANCE: Gerrit Stoffer (dance teacher of the ADTV association) and Chiara Tisiotti with hip hop and dances from the ADTV dance school. Repeat to h. 4.00 pm. Come and dance with us!

music and shows

WORKSHOP "LIVING THE ITALIAN"

"Living at 'Italian" was born from the desire to create the Chinese territory of commercial space product sales Italian d' Excellence, whose peculiarity is a narrative that conveys so spectacular and thrilling the Italian way of life. The exhibition will be based on lifestyle and taste Italian. In these areas it will set up a real "staging" of Italy and its excellent products.

food and cooking
FASHION SHOW + WEDDING RITUALS

every Monday, Wednesday and Friday, before the Malaysian Pavilion will be held on Multicultural Fashion Show + wedding rituals. The fashion show and presentation of wedding rites Malaysian shows the characteristics of the country in terms of style and multiculturalism.

art and culture

INTERNATIONALIZATION OF KNOWLEDGE AND KNOWLEDGE

Conference on the phenomenon of globalization. Focus of the debate will be to create a new model of production, internationalization and knowledge.

science and innovation

ONAV

Today's program:
2.00 pm to 3.00 pm Tasting "EXploriamo Wines of Friuli Venezia Giulia" organized by ERSA. Wine tastings: Colutta Gianpaolo - Friulano 2014; Giant - Friulano 2014; Lis Fadis - Friulano 2011; Vitas 1907 - Refosco dpr 2012; Valchiaro1 - Refosco dpr 2011; Cabert SPA - Refosco dpr 2010.

food and cooking
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Musical Performance</strong></td>
<td>14:20 - 14:40</td>
<td>Padiglione Italia E 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piano with 18 hands - Guinness World Record.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Siren Warsaw</strong></td>
<td>14:50 - 15:20</td>
<td>Poland G18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation of the sculpture made with 500 kg of chocolate <em>Mermaid of Warsaw</em>, in front of the Polish Pavilion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Sardenaira</strong></td>
<td>15:00 - 15:45</td>
<td>Biodiversity Square - Slow Food H26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sardenara (sardenaira in dialect) of Sanremo belongs to the family of the pizzate and derives from the pissaladière from Provence. In Liguria del ponente it has many names: pisciarà, pasta cu a pumata, machetusa, pisciadella or piscialandrea (pizzalandrea) term derived from the name of the admiral Andrea Doria, who however cannot be the inventor of the dish since at that time the tomato had still not arrived in Liguria.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>food and cooking</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EVENTS SCHEDULED

MEDICATA FILIA
Company "Medicata Filia", modern pharmaceutical company that is working with doctors Lithuanians - apiterapeutais and fitoterapeuti. Use only products from the raw materials of the highest quality.

science and innovation

BAGNA CAUDA DAY
The event organized by Artisans, will involve more than one hundred restaurants, wineries, historic cellars in Asti, Piedmont, national and international. The Bagna Cauda Day wants to rediscover with historical accuracy and modern irony dish of traditional Piedmontese declined in several versions, from the classic "as God" to the lighter ones, heretical or atheistic. The Bagna Cauda Day is also participating in the project 10 thousand gardens in Africa.

food and cooking

TIME:
15:00 - 16:00
15:00 - 16:00

PLACE:
Turkey

TIME:
15:00 - 17:00

PLACE:
Lithuania
G11

TIME:
16:30 - 17:30

PLACE:
Biodiversity Square - Slow Food
H26

Programme updated as of 18:29 on 20 October 2015
CONCERT LA GALE

Concert by the rapper La Gale, from Lausanne. Her music, composed by Christian Pahud (Honey For Petzi and Larytta), reunites in one family hip hop and electronic music.

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE

On the occasion of the national day of Greece, it will hold a series of shows.
- 5.00 pm Musical performance of singers Zakyntos (Expo Centre).
- 8.00 pm Concert with Imam Baildi to cluster Biomed.

CONCERT OF MILAN CONSERVATORY

.
THE NEW CENTRALITY OF AGRICULTURE

Presentation of the book "The three agriculture: farming, industrial, ecological". Speakers: Lorenzo Berlendis, Alberto Berton, Stefano Bocchi, Pier Paolo Poggio.

art and culture

---------

ISABEL PARRA

music and shows

---------

WINE IDENTITIES

Today the spotlight falls on wine producer Valle dell’Acate at Wine Identities, the space dedicated to the best Italian wines; this is one of the most famous Sicilian companies, managed by the last generation of the Jacono family and by the Ferreri family and committed to continuing to promote the ancient wine-making tradition of the province of Ragusa, in the area between Acate, Comiso and Vittoria.

art and culture, food and cooking
ROSE IN JERICHO

The "Rose in Jericho" project conceived by Paola Viadana visual artist, and Gerardo Fornaro, sounds production, provides a live set of live electronic music by the artist Gedron with video installation by Paola Viadana lasting 45 minutes. The theme of Energy of Nature as primal origin of both our vital sources evidenced by the rebirth of the Rose of Jericho at the center of the set during the whole performance until the complete unfolding of the leaves in contact with water administered by Paola Viadana both of our spirituality mediated by the body and the earth permeates throughout the projection of video images of Paola Viadana supported by the live music of Gedron.

ceremonies and conference